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e Mercedes - Benz garage is an
eyesore. It is built on the site of

65 Bus a good through route !

I tried to take pi ures but the M4 cuts the view
in half in the same way it cuts Brentford in two.

ere could be a couple of reasons for the
ike. is is the road where my wife grew
up and my son was born. I also looked over

ere are a lot of people who never go south.
I don't want to go into the smelly subway

the Barret Sign. ey have changed a lot of uff behind
the facade. Put in modern glass. I love this building

Taking photos of the development. It
seems too big to develop it in one go

A full quality digital version of this map is available
for download from the project website:
www.publicbiopsy.net

is is where the market used to be
the council moved it. It was orgina
of the coming together of the road

is map uses data from the Open Street Map
project under a Creative Commons License.

and saw the ugly Mercedes - Benz building
and got a bit upset because they are selfish.
ey use the aff carpark for di laying cars

Building works here. Wallis house is one of the 5 Art Deco
buildings that are part of the Golden Mile. Shame about

e A4 is a major divider between
people living north and south of it

e Brentford Biopsy map has been released under
a Creative Commons Attribution-NoncommercialShare alike 3.0 License.

bomb damaged houses

Leisure Centre: there are some

Gated Community - what will it contribute
to Brentford? ey will have also problems
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History, Industry & Development
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e pub on the e ate is shut
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Bricklayers arms - for sale. In the pa I have seen
football violence there. ¨Brick rowers Arms¨

We can't play there because of syringes
and because of dogs that are not on a leash
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is used to be a youth centre, it closed in
1992 - I did a 24 hour pool match to try to
save it. ey need more places for youth
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Police Station
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WHAT IS THIS ?
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Looked back at the canal and saw
lorries that didn't gel with the
image of the shiny developments

Saw touri s taking pi ures of the ducks

Trying to cross the bridge over the lock

"New Brentford"
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is poster is an extract and taster of the full
10 meter long Brentford Biopsy banner.
Both this poster and the large banner were
created from data, information and
conversations collected by roughly
200 local people. e participants used
a whole variety of creative ways to explore
and discuss Brentford. To see the full banner
go to the following website where you can
view and download the complete banner
Augustu: s
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Saw the writing on church

one - water of life

turn their arse to the road
Meeting point

rry

e Ha

mental attention. Most of the time people walked through the built

Brentford map we can see a number of arousal clusters.

environment with a kind of tunnel vision heading towards their goal, oblivious

Watermans is a result of it being the workshop location where people were

to people or their surroundings. High arousal occurs when we shift focus

wired up with the unfamiliar device but also an indication of its importance

towards our surroundings.

e triggers are sometimes negative events such

e one around

What nice pubs and park! People are
playing cricket. ey are all dressed in
white: so posh and so English! ere are
also people having a picnic in the park

as a social space. Another general trend is that the Brentford High Street does

as dangerous road crossings but often tend to be positive events like surprise

not register strongly, whilst the roads around the football club appear to be

meetings with people or unusual sights. In this sense, areas of high arousal

the main local emotional spaces. Apart from these trends we see a huge

are places that are important to us and remain longest in our mind.

number of individual events causing people's arousal.

Late 17th century garden
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e Dutch House in Kew Palace:
George the 3rd was incarcerated there
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I have been up and down this path many
times - it arted itting with rain

reet traffic

Rain gets worse so I turned round
Possible development artery
Dereli ion - mixed development - Plan ... was
quite under way - change at the la local ele ions

"Changing Urban Skylines"
the slogan of Ballymore - the
future developer of Brentford
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e Brewery Tap - Lots of music nights
here. ey have been rescued from
demolition. e boat people go there

Public Space

Johnson's Island arti ’s

Got lo

People sitting on benches . Beautiful point.
You can look down to Kew and Richmond

raining really heavily here. I could imagine
myself living here
Looked at lovely apartments
of the Dock e ate

udios

is used designated to be a
football play area for young
people and then it got turned
into car park

- where does the bridge go?
People opped me and asked where to go.
I don't normally get asked for dire ions.
ey were really chatty

m
www.publicbiopsy.net

Cities are places were lots of people
can be lonely together, this is very
true of Brentford Dock

1970's Council housing blocking
the view - couldn't imagine myself living here

Warren of settlements 4 oreys high. I had a
coffee morning here. Its so clean & calm there

It would be calm but here there
was a plane flying over again

Kids sitting on a wall doing some homework

Dock road: I thought the place was incredible
for the dereli ion. People were working
on their boats. Lots of life here. But it arted

Nigel's boatyard. Court case taking place now

lose

familiar and ordinary. All the textual annotations on the map were made by
the participants themselves interpreting their own emotion walks. On the

f

Its too noisy

e diagram indicates high physiological arousal as red

Hidden under tree

I always feel fru rated walking by here

Brentford is broken up by
the roads and the canals

the usual and everyday

Trees growing out of the rooftops
e blue wall and high

Bio Mapping device.

Human beings are great at noticing change and innovation and ignore the

stars. Arousal is not positive or negative but an indicator of high bodily and

e rain arted and I needed to
make a decision on which way to go

Internet cafe, cake shop and flowery dresses

St Lawrence's Church. In 1980 I took part in a 24 hour
Shake eare play to try and raise money to keep it open...

Quite nice - old fa ories
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is map is the result of workshop participants exploring Brentford with the

A long time ago, forty
houses were planned to
be built on this island,
but fortunately it never
happened

Came up Ferry Lane where
the monument is

is used to be a prison
in Vi orian days

Goddards Corner

I was not impressed. Carry on
driving! Mo of the buildings

e Old Ford

Made sure I saw where the ford is and
I was quite impressed by the canal
developments. Exciting! Nice coffee bar

Beehive Pub
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Somerfields is the public
ace of the area
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Saw lots of the new developments
but they seem senseless and
blocked the views of the river

It really ruck me that here
are 3 different worlds within
ju a few yards

t

e police flats where they train for
terrori attacks. Nobody lives here

‘ e new Canary Wharf’ - We

is area is being redeveloped
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Emotion Mapping

"Old Brentford"

people use their car
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Public enquiry - they wanted to build
accommodation for a thousand people
which would have caused crowding.
British Waterways were planning to
block views for everyone else

Looking down the river towards
Roads and traffic are my pet hate.
Kew Bridge while taking pi ures
MacDonald’s is a particularly
charmless view. It encapsulates
all the things that I don't like

At the bottom of Smith Hill eps, I was looking
across at Kew Palace called the 'Dutch House'.
Since the leaves on the trees haven’t come yet,
I could see it very clearly

Big new development I had not seen
before. I had to walk pa an inlet

this island

Somebody from a
boat waved at me

Watermans

We met each other at the eps. High tide.
Wasn't really impressed and was run down.
But very pi uresque.

Met a lovely biker who
asked for dire ions

Not many people on the reet.
Maybe Brentford is ju not
public tran ort orientated so

Centre of Brentford?

Footpath near the river

e rain is getting heavier
and I arted to walk quicker

A

It a really nice green ace but
it has railing and could be locked.
Almo like a tease of public ace

Netley Road

MacDonald’s is quite busy

Hotel Intrigue with royal
sedu ion happening on

Semi-dereli boats.
A little bit creepy

Felt peckish smelling the
delicious Indian food

I would have expe ed a big ike
near McDonald’s.I was hungry

Taking photos of the mural from
Children, young people and people
of all ages are working together

Rumbles Cafe, the be
sandwiches in the area

I only turned because I said I was going to do
some of the Northern area. I would have been
happy to continue along the ames

some people want to clear them away. Pleasant walk.

views - taking photos

Brentford Mural - its far better
than the graffiti that proceeded it

e Brook reet Poetry Po
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Lots of Ea /We

I met a duck and I walked into
the water. My feet are wet

is used to be all gas works and really smelt bad

e developers want to squash
these. I like the Church
Children in the park - only recently created.
Housing e ate: dirty,
Only one shiny new piece of equipment. It’s
dark, dodgy, inks
Noticed the Brentford Towers in a
not a place were kids of that age will go there
Near those houses there was a particular person always
different ea to we view because
on their own
Played on a swing
complaining about the young people playing out front.
we talked about them
I was amazed by the houseboats with
When they are kicking a ball about, what’s wrong with that?
lots of Buddhi prayer’s flags. I tried
I hadn't really been to this park before, it is quite nice.
Sad society that we don't let people be out and about
meditating with a atue
e boats are like shipwrecks and it is a shame that

Vi as of the towers
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Spotted the fir people out and about
in Brentford, five 10-11 year old boys.
ey were going somewhere

zz

e potato/egg sculpture
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e library - the smell of lots of flowers hit me
I never noticed it before. I don't know why I
never smelt it before
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ill have my

Turn it into arti
udios or
walk-in chapel. It is not used
St George's Chapel
for anything
Mrs. Trimmer’s Sunday School,
supposedly the fir ever Sunday School
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Taking photos of Brentford football club.
I have had many happy days there

Another pub corner and more views of the
Brentford Towers, it was raining fairly hard

Wor ever playground in the world as far
as I am concerned, a playground in a cage.
Young people will say: So what should I do
here now? It’s depressing

Mimmo kissed me
Amazing boat! I want one

tille

Pub on each corner

e Griffin Pub

It felt like the houses on the left were more cared
for. e ones on the right seemed less personal

Ma

campaigns for it in the early 90's. I
icker “Save Brentford Baths”

Rankin's bench

Br

Near the old swimming baths - I was going to photograph
the holes in the wall that were made by the kids waiting
outside pushing a coin into the wall

e old swimming baths - they deliberately wound
it down to open the Fountain Centre. ere were

e two people on a bench seemed
to have reached their de ination

a
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I
bumped
into someone I knew here
a

Met some fellow participants and we
talked about pubs and parks. ere are
I live Here - this road used to be full of older
more parks for cars than for children
residents - now I am one of the older residents

Mission Hall - 17 year old boy was doing a
mural there every day and did a fanta ic
ca le mural with the Brentford shield
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I live here

Taking photos of the people outside the
pub. People will hang out in public ace
if you give them a reason to do so

Council flats

g Ro

ey used to film the Bill here

reets are dominated by cars
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e Princess Royal was absolutely heaving

ere used to be 79 Pubs
between Kew Bridge and
Brentford Bridge

I would have felt uncomfortable, but there
were a lot of people walking their dogs and
in the shops. Young ers had congregated
on the balcony rather than inside
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Soul in the city were trying to dig up a bush.
Whole bunch of bags were ill lying in the reet.

Abandoned pub: calm, smelly road
Pub on each corner
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A very popular proposal was to increase the amount
ere is a sense that Brentford is a place which will
of green planting as well as alternative energy
change dramatically in the next few years.
generation to create a self-sufficient Brentford.
e directions of these changes are yet to be decided.
A developer is in the process of drawing up a new
e challenges of global warming and rising water
masterplan for Brentford which will be going to public
levels are the main fears that people are drawing,
consultation in the near future. What type of future
which in some of the cases are so bad, that we need
can we envisage? One of the dangers is always the
to get into our big boat or rocket and depart Earth
spectre of 'realism' that breaks all imagination and
for another planet. ere was a general sense of
delivers the cheapest and most banal solutions.
passivity to how Brentford's future might be shaped
We asked people to 'Draw or describe what Brentford
with only a few suggesting community solutions
might look like in the future?' and 'You have unlimited
such as local artisans and entrepreneurs and a place
amount of money power and freedom to change
'where people stay all their lives to develop and
Brentford. Draw what you would do to this place?'.
grow'. is callScottish
for human
scale
community
lead
Widows
was and
supposed
to build an
Express
way:
quiet,
ugly
and
noisy
development is11 a powerful
one
that
should not
e majority of the drawings suggested pragmatic
orey building
here.
Fortunately
theybe
forgotten whenwere
theturned
publicdown,
consultation
appears.
spatial interventions such as severing the High Street
probably because
of
and pedestrianising it.
the ob ru ion of views from Kew
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Brentford Football Club gives
the area chara er and identity.
It used to be an orchard
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Green Dragon Lane

Could see a beautiful rainbow in the di ance. If
On the other hand we have a large number of very
is theme focuses on the human 'resources' of
is theme focuses on how the built environment
and
Really bad smell
Little parade of 4/5 shops
the council were re onsible for rainbows they
to,
they
will
go
here
positive adjectives for the river area in Brentford
Brentford and the ways that local community is being
of people moving in who are London commuters
people are affecting each other. In particular it starts
would make them black and white in ead of colour
All the guys who build the
Bridge:
busy,
happy,
disliked
the
smell
being described as 'beautiful', 'green',Brentford
'watery'Towers
and - Big Mi ake. Each tower
conceptualised in Brentford. Overall along with
and who are not involved with the local community.
from people's sensory experience of Brentford to see
con ru ion work have their
is named
'photogenic'.
'historic', 'friendly' was the most frequently used word
how they are shaping feelings and ideas of the social
ese people are also seen to be single people
is disconnection
between
the after
Highone of the engineers who build
I live
in this tower here.
ey ent
breakfa here
the pumping
ation
to describe Brentford. is impression of a 'homely',
space around us. One of the clear issues is the town
without children who are depriving the local
Street
andand
themade
riveritemerges
very strongly
and
lots
of money
nice
centre which during the Sensory Mapping activity was
community of its connections. In fact the lack of Pub on each corner
a number of possible solutions were proposed.
local community is backed up by anecdotes about
I was surprised that there was no one
described as: "Guessing shops but feels somehow
provision for young people emerged very strongly
people who have moved house a number of times but
Bit depressing here. e towers could be more
in the playgrounds on a sunny evening
Business Parkfrom the collected material. New
Road Archite
ure intrigued me.
dead and boring. Rubbish is rolling around with the
often just a few roads away. e issue of diversity and
A clear
example
of
how
our
sensory
perception
are
e issue
of inequality
cheerful but I don't mind them. It has caused
Se ion from
of 4 nicely
wind. Traffic in the background. Nothing much going
involved
politics
is the issue
ofwhere
the old
integration is a complex one with some very split
and class tensions appeared strong
the painted and opposite
some in
social
problems.
is is also
mycanal
old
school
building
with
loads
of
detail.
I live here
on but feels like there should be."
boats.
some
the sight,
opinions. e new developments that have already
material
with people living in clearly segregated
carFor
got its
wingpeople
mirror knocked
off.sounds
Someoneand smells
Took a photo of the football lights. I have less than
Old
school
building.
French
arti
udio
My
art
udio
As we saw earlier, roads were fundamental to
of these
oldshot
boats
geographical areas with little social integration.
occurred appear to be having complex affects on the
also got
hereevoke nervousness and disgust
zero percent intere in football, I wonder if the
Brentford's
developmentSeeing
but have
todayHome’s
led todevelopment
a linear of thewhile
for others they are beautiful, historic and the
makeup of the local community. Issues such as gated
ese
tensions
and
lack
of integration seem to
e ‘Cash
in the
Attic’ guy
lives
here
gone?
community would exi if the adium was
the Barratt
old GSK
Someone lives in a
strip of town centre where
few that
people
and carsWith logo and
centre of their community. By being honest about
communities and the building of
small flats for
be strongly related to the lack of public space
building
theywalk
are converting.
funny little house here
rush by causing pollution.
investment rather than living are contentious topics.
in Brentford.
is lackatofthe
public
illumination
top it space
will be one of the talleour sensory perceptions, can we find a better basis
for discussing these kind of contentious issues in
where people can hang out
and in
meet
each other is
buildings
the area
is area felt like a really nice little community
Taking photos of the pubs
Group of young people sitting on a car.
Public Space?
clearly related to the sense of isolation and
but where would you buy some milk?
Meant
to
go
up
here
but
turned
back
If there were no other people around
Pub and view down the road
soullessness and marginlisation of young people.
Pub on each corner

e fish/whale topiary. He is a
Fulham fan but its not his fault :)

e entrance to the hidden park

church - bronze age pottery was found here

d

Built Environment + People + Social Space = ?

Sensory City: Roads vs. Public Space

Bapti

Looked down beside the train line is
a haven for litter. If people are going
things that they
notand
supposed
ere istoadoperception
of aare
new
wealthy group
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is bit is quite pleasant

Community, Class & Fictions
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building

Future Visions

Social Space

is place is being redeveloped - too many flats,
a shopping centre and bowling alley are planned

Taking photos of the development

the source of fears about how the new will obliterate
the old and destroy the local identity. Talking
to local people there seemed to be a sense of
pessimism about how much power they had to
shape these decisions and a feeling that these
changes were happening without their involvement.
Most people welcome development but there
appears to be no choice over what sort of
development they will get. e demand for a local
developer of Brentford that lives and works in
Brentford was a frequent one. e 'Brentford
Towers' emerged as the main local landmark being
drawn and painted and described by many people.
e feelings about them were mixed with some
describing them as a big mistake and the source
of social problems, while for others the towers are
home and a source of pride and identity.

is theme focuses on how the natural resources such
as the river and ford, as well as Brentford's
geographical position, shaped the early history of
Brentford and led towards its heavy industrialisation
with canals, trains lines and motorways. It also
explores the later decline of this industrialisation
which is still felt in Brentford and the way the relics
from these earlier periods are now a strong part of
its identity. e words 'historic' and 'friendly' were
the two most frequently used adjectives to describe
Brentford and yet there is a strong feeling that the
historical remnants are not being sensitively handled.
e issue of development and interventions in the
built environment are hot and divisive topic that
seems to be offering a massive potential to introduce
a new town centre and to overcome the strong sense
of neglection, isolation and dereliction but it is also

selling them
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Indu rial park - bus garage - hi

www.publicbiopsy.net

OPEN DATA

e “Staff Car Park” is being used by
the dealership for di laying cars.

Planning Breach?

oad

Artist: Christian Nold with Designer: Daniela Boraschi

People living north of here are probably commuters into London
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Brentford
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Instead of taking tissue samples as one would from a human being, this project uses cultural
probes to investigate the local social body and its unique ailments. Like eastern medicine, this
project takes a holistic view of the body to look at the interconnections between problems to
get a sense of the whole.

E ate security guard said:
‘Hello’ from the office window

It’s a tranquil evening and I thought
lots of people would be walking out
and about and they were

Adjective Clouds

Au

You can't access the park here if
you are not a resident of the Docks

e clusters of blue to black words are
adjectives that project participants used
to describe Brentford. e size and colour
of words indicates their frequency of use.
e adjectives have then been collected
together into clusters of similar words.
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historic traditional

stu
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los

e

old

heritage

roman

dated

industrialised

£12 for each visit to Kew is ju

developing
up-and-coming

victorian

aspirational

industrial

changing

promising

transient

new

growing

flowing

high-potential

too expensive

friendly diverse communal
homely multi-racial warm-hearted
accessible neighbourly social happy helpful hospitable
community-orientated

cheerful

unpretentious

welcoming

cold

divisive

aristocratic

splintered

heartless

pretentious

unfriendly

not-integrated

surprising stimulating
neglected isolated beautiful peaceful picturesque
exciting intriguing fun cultural sporty musical detached old-fashioned out-of-the-way forgotten lost
green watery bucolic calm clean
contrasted joyful buzzing multifaceted recreational important fascinating under-appreciated retail-unfriendly passing-through purposeless
photogenic delightful wonderful painterly spring-like
creative
artistic

active

brilliant

pleasurable

fabulous

heterogeneous

entertaining
lively

eventful

pubtastic

riparian

educational

enjoyable

stagnant
stuck

undervalued

daggy

unsung

villagey

external

ignored

pleasant
leafy

dusty

grey

smelly

dump

dirty

wet

spacious

littered

noisy
untidy

mixed

hidden

interesting varied

bling

busy polluted

attractive

free

pretty

aquatic

bright

romantic

sunny

convenient realistic central
near linear ambiguous worth-a-visit still
functional
honest
stoic

polite
meandering

plain

slow

humble
familiar

unflashy

contented

municipal

leisurely

plain

